WARNING
BATTERIES PRODUCE EXPLOSIVE GASES
Keep sparks, flames and cigarettes away from batteries at all times. Wear eye protection. Don't lean over batteries during jump-starting. See owner's manual for instructions.

JUMP-START INSTRUCTIONS
Be sure: vent caps are tight and level...damp cloth, if available, is placed over vent caps...vehicles are not touching...both electrical systems are the same voltage. Don't Jump-Start If Fluid is Frozen!

ATTACHING THE CABLES
(Do in order listed):
1. Clamp one jumper cable to positive (+) terminal of dead battery. Do not allow positive cable clamps to touch any metal other than battery terminals.
2. Connect positive (+) cable to positive (+) terminal of good battery.
3. Connect second cable [negative (-)] to other terminal [negative (-)] of good battery.
4. Make final connection on engine block of stalled vehicle (not to negative post) away from battery, carburetor, fuel line, any tubing or moving parts.

   [Diagram showing connections]

5. Stand back from both vehicles. Start vehicle with good battery—then start the disabled vehicle.
6. Remove cables in reverse order of connections beginning by first removing cable from engine block or metallic ground.
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Use CAUTION and SAFETY EYEWEAR when jump-starting vehicle.
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Place in glove compartment or other clean, dry location.